
Mega Bloks Large Dragons Universe Eggs 

PRODUCT: Mega Bloks Large Dragons Universe Eggs ( www.megabrands.com )

  

DESCRIPTION: A collection of fully buildable model dragons which come in their own 'meteor
egg' from the Mega Bloks Dragons Universe range. Each has a functional heavy assault
weapon and rider included. Three available: Starblaze (with Dragon Rider Cotta), Flamedrake
(with Dragon Rider Strabo) or Venomfang. Each kit includes between 23 and 30 pieces
dependant on egg, and a bonus CD. Suitable for children aged 6 years upwards. 

  

GOOD POINTS: These large 'eggs' are a great addition to the Dragons Universe range, based
on a fantasy war between the Prevador Dragons and the Alliance. This latest range of dragon
eggs focus on the legend of the Dragon Riders, originating from the warrior alliance, who have a
mysterious energy powered by the Dragons 'power core'. Now joined in union with the Alliance,
the Riders and Dragons unite together for power and domination over the enemy Predavor
Dragons.
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http://www.megabrands.com


Mega Bloks Large Dragons Universe Eggs 

There are three kits to collect, each contained within a coloured plastic 'meteor' egg whichopens in two halves. Each egg contains a number of substantial buildable pieces for your childto construct either Starblaze or Flamedrake (alliance dragons) or Venomfang (Predavordragon). The two alliance dragons come with their own bonded rider, complete with armour forboth rider and dragon, and a functional rotating super blaster with firing missiles. The PredavorDragon includes a working Mega Cannon! Each dragon also has their own identifying coloured'power core' on their chest.  In addition, each egg comes with a bonus CD which gives access to loads of Dragons Universerelated sketches, videos and downloads.  This collection is aimed at slightly older children, due to the number of pieces and thetechnicallity of the build, but is a wonderful range that will test your child's construction skills,and totally capture their imagination in some amazing futuristic adventures between dragon andwarrior!  Go to www.dragons.megabloks.com  for more about the Dragons Universe collections.  BAD POINTS: None that we can find, other than some parental help may still be required in theconstruction.  PRICE: £11.99    Available from Toys R Us: Dragons Universe Eggs    Click here to go to all product reviews    Click here  to go to all article    
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